
Title Comic Concerns

Description/Overview This lesson focuses on La Violeta, a newspaper that focuses
on Women’s History. Students will select an issue written
about in the paper and create an editorial cartoon. Lesson
can easily be adapted to be used with other newspapers in
this collection.

Objectives ● Students will read for understanding.
● Using gained knowledge, students will create an

editorial cartoon.

Materials Computer
Access to La Violeta
Paper
Drawing supplies

Key Vocabulary Political cartoon
Editorial comic
Topic
Commentary
Images
Author’s point
Facial expressions
Setting
Main action
Symbolism
Hyperbole
Personification
Caricature
Parody
Sarcasm
Women’s History
Feminism
Patriarchy
Intersectionality

Lesson 1. Have students view the following videos and take
notes on what effective political cartoons contain. A
cloze note sheet is included if your students need it.

https://youtu.be/iSxTpe0P2b8'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnO6K5iyN9g

2. Have student read through La Violeta to find a topic
pertaining to Women’s History.

https://youtu.be/iSxTpe0P2b8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnO6K5iyN9g


3. Students will need to plan out their cartoon using the
cartoon planning sheet.

4. Students will create their cartoons.

Extension Create a student political cartoon gallery. Students can write
down what they believe the author’s point is.



Name: _________________________________________

Effective Political Cartoon Cloze Notes

1. Share an ______________ ______________ (message) on a topic, using a

______________ and ______________ or ______________ –No explanation

needed.

2. Use ______________ that capture the reader’s attention.

3. Use ______________ ______________ to support the author's point or opinion.

4. Use ______________ ______________/______________ to make a historical

point.

5. Are ______________! No stick people. Colored in or shaded.

6. Be a ______________ ______________ with ______________ and a

______________ ______________ (easier to deepen understanding and

thinking).



Name: _________________________________________

Cartoon Planning Sheet

Write the title of the newspaper your are using below.

What is the date and volume of the paper you are using?

What is the topic of your cartoon?

What is the message you are trying to get across to the viewer/reader of your cartoon?

In the space below, create a rough draft of your cartoon.


